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Abstract 

The Android platform is that the quickest growing market in smart phone operating systems thus far. As such, it has 

become the most viable target of security threats. The dependence of the Android Market Security Model on its 

reactive anti-malware system gifts a chance for malware to be present within the Official Android Market and does 

not include applications outside the official market. This permits applications to masquerade as harmless 

applications which result in the loss of credentials if precautions are not taken. Most anti-malware applications 

within the Market use static analysis for detection as a result of it, they are quick and comparatively easy.  
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INTRODUCTION  

Smart phones are currently a target for malicious software which plan to harm personal assets 

of users. The Android platform, being the quickest growing market these days, faces identical 

risk. The malware takes advantage of the platform for its being open, complete and free for 

development that means that there's lack up to the mark for application development. 

Permitting anyone to develop and to publish applications into the Android Market presents a 

chance for attackers to simply deliver malicious applications onto unsuspecting users.  The 

presence of the alternative Android market makes this problem worse owing to the shortage 

in review strategies thus creating them unreliable sources of applications. 

 

The Android platform utilizes an authorization-based security models to possess access to 

completely different functionalities of devices. This model provides data regarding the access 

and the privilege capability of an application which to a lot of technical users, may be used as 

a sign for malicious intent however to traditional users, this data is often neglected thus 

creating this model unreliable on its own. Static analysis may be a method adapted to 

discover malware however this method proves to be inadequate as malware will be 

unobserved by obfuscation. The time it takes to manually check the code provides a chance 

for malware to infect devices before they are detected.  

To address these issues, an automated behavioural analysis system called AMDA is that the 

resolution. The AMDA system determines malicious behaviour from benign behaviour 

through the use of machine learning techniques. A behaviour model for trojans, spyware, 

viruses and exploits are generated and used for classification of applications. The results are 

verified by forwarding them to skilled system, VirusTotal. 

 

AMDA  

AMDA is an automated malware detection system for the Android platform. This paper 

includes the discussion of the core modules of the system particularly the Feature Extraction 

Module and also the Behaviour Analysis Module. These modules are liable for behavioural 

analysis to discover malicious activity of applications based on the extracted features. This 

development of the system involves categorization of applications based on the AMDA’s 

classification and cross- validation of the results of the skilled system, which typically 

concludes the functionalities of the system.  
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Application Acquisition Module  

The Application Acquisition module is liable for downloading applications from Android 

Markets and storing them into the applying repository within the server. Check applications 

are downloaded both from the Official Android market and a few different Android markets. 

Benign applications are downloaded from the Official Android Market and non-malware 

applications are downloaded from the online Android malware providers like VirusTotal and 

Contagio. For the downloading of check applications, a web-crawler tool is employed 

applications from different Android market domains which provide free transfer .Ape files. 

The applications are forwarded to the VirusTotal Malware Verification System (VMS) to be 

ready to acquire the classification of the check applications for use in later modules. As for 

downloading the coaching applications, these are acquired manually in order to make sure the 

validity of the applications. 

Applications from the Official Android Market and also the Android malware providers are 

acquired manually. The downloaded applications are tested for their validity as benign or as 

known-malware through the VirusTotal VMS. Once the status of each application is 

confirmed, the applying is passed on to the repository to be employed by following module, 

the Feature Extraction module. 

 

Web-crawler Sub module  

The web-crawler iterates hand-picked sites from a predefined list of domains to search for 

complimentary Android applications on .apk format. Once the Android application has been 

found, the web-crawler downloads the file and stores it within the application repository. 

Once the web-crawler has finished all the URLs within the list, it forwards the applications to 

the VirusTotal VMS for classification. Once all the applications are classified, the method of 

locomotion is perennial starting from the first defined domain. The method could take a while 

to end counting on the user’s web affiliation and is best done a minimum of daily to check 

and gather freshly uploaded applications from the choice Android markets. 

Feature Extraction Module  

The Feature Extraction Module is that the one that generates activity log from running 

applications retrieved from the applying repository of the system. The activity log contains 
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the system calls from application activity which are the features that the module retrieves. For 

these features to be extracted, the logs are processed by the Virtualization Submodule which 

handles monitoring and work of application activity. Features acquired from the 

Virtualization Submodule are filtered through parsing before being forwarded to the 

Behaviour-based Analysis Module. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Application Acquisition Module 

 

Virtualization Sub module 
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Android 2.3.3 SDK emulator is employed to run the Android applications as a result of this is 

the sole medium to automate the generation of application system activity logs without 

utilization of the actual mobile device. In order to automate the extraction of the system calls 

generated by the applications, the Android SDK individual is run at the side of Monkey, a 

tool which simulates user input. According to two, there's no actual distinction to utilize 

human input to be ready to activate the malicious actions of associate application.  

The collection of system calls is completed through the use of Strace. The tool monitors and 

logs low-level activity in kernel space within the humanoid SDK individual. This method of 

monitoring low-level system calls ensure that all activity of the applying is recorded. 3 

However, the log knowledge contains an activity, which are doubtful for detection of 

malicious activity. With this problem of noise within the log knowledge, the system utilizes a 

self-developed parser which might be tailored as to which features are to be collected. 

 

 

Features of the system are mapped to activities of the application which may indicate 

malicious activity. The following system calls are typically executed by Android Malware 

34: 
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Behaviour-based Analysis Module  

The behaviour-based Analysis Module is liable for classifying humanoid applications as 

either benign or malicious. This is done by using machine learning algorithms for the 

generation of behaviour models of malicious and benign applications. A coaching part, break 

away the system, is that the one which identifies the behaviour of the applications. This 

module identifies Android applications into four classifications namely: Virus, Trojan, 

Spyware, Exploit or Benign.  

For the coaching part, behavioural models for each and every sort of Android application are 

generated by sampling a variety of applications per each classification to run on completely 

different algorithms. Features of applications extracted from the previous module are 

translated into an .arff file format for Weka to enable it to collect knowledge. Currently, the 
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module solely generates the accuracy results of the chosen algorithms given feature sets from 

each sort of malware and of the benign applications. 

 

Conclusion  

The system, given the potential to classify unknown applications based from its knowledge, 

will be accustomed to reason completely different Android applications within the market. 

With the online crawler at hand, the system has the potential to automatically transfer and 

classify new applications uploaded to the various different markets. Aside from this, the 

system has the power to classify malware to different types using behaviour-based analysis. 

With this at hand, the system can act as antivirals that would easily provide classification 

results to users.  However, skilled systems or completely different classification sources 

modification classifications from time to time. This happens once a lot of antivirus engines 

are ready to classify applications as from once the applying was 1st classified or as a result of 

there are a lot of malware families being identified. With this, there's a clear lack of standards 

within the classification scheme of applications. This lack of standards contributes to the in 

utility of classifying malware into completely different classifications aside from simply 

classifying it as malware. Another issue would be that malware families would have a variety 

of different malware families which makes it even tougher to differentiate between malware 

varieties. 

Future Work  

Further work to be done is that the ability to discover advanced malware attacks like Zero-

day attack. Implementation of Behaviour-based analysis with permission-based also can be 

done to work out malicious Android applications. Administrative program such as an AMDA 

humanoid Application will allow easier analysis and access of the system. 
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